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INTRODUCTION 
ourtesy of improved access to computing facilities, 

forecasts can be obtained through a combination 

of single forecasts, with much greater ease than 

ever. The need to ensure high accuracy is the motivating 

force behind combining of forecasts from various models 

into single forecast. Each model has its strength and 

hence, different models have varying capacity in handling 

different features of the series. By combining forecasts, 

the tendency is to exploit the strength in each model 

thereby yielding more accurate forecast. 
According to Armstrong (2001), five models should be 

suitable for combining as such improves accuracy but 

when more than five models are involved, gains get 

smaller and smaller at each addition. The most popular of 

the forecasts combining schemes are based on linear 

combination of the forecasts. Sometimes, equal weighs 

are assigned, other times, unequal weights (For example, 

Chan, Kingsman & Wong, 2003; Elliott & Timmermann, 

2005) are used. Other schemes are based on nonlinear 

combinations and Bayesian methods. Regardless of the 

approach deployed, the desire remains enhanced 

accuracy. 
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Traditionally, forecasts are combined through the arithmetic mean. This means 

that all single forecasts involved are assigned equal weights. This approach 

remains the most commonly used for combining forecasts (Clemen, 1989; Palm & 

Zelner, 1992). It has outperformed more complicated approaches in several 

instances (Clement & Winkler, 1986; Clemen, 1989). The trimmed mean which 

entails leaving extreme forecasts is sometimes used. The median is also used and 

its insensitivity to extreme values makes it attractive to researchers (Agnew, 

1985). Some methods are error-fixed. For such, each model is assigned weight 

equal to the inverse of the past forecast error of the corresponding model 

(Armstrong, 2001). 

A lot of research efforts have gone into ways of improving forecast accuracy 

through combining. Earlier works include Bates and Granger (1969) and Newbold 

and Granger (1974). Later works include Shi, Xi and Liu (1999) that compared 

individual forecasts, linear and linear methods using artificial neural network 

models and Menezes, Bunn, and Taylor (2000) that reviewed guidelines for using 

combined forecasts. Mancuso and Werner (2013) provided an extensive review. 

More recent works include Hibon and Evgeniou (2005), Armstrong (2007), Kolassa 

(2011), Lee (2011), Clements and Harvey (2011) and Costantini and Kunst (2011). 

Others are Pick and Pranovich (2013), Hsiao and Wan (2014), Pesaran, Tianand 

Anderson (2014), Conflitti, De Mol, and Giannone (2015), Del Negro, Hasegawa and 

Schorfheide (2016), Burgi and Sinclair (2017) and Samuels and Sekkel (2017). 

Recent contributions are Wang, Wang, Qu, and Liu (2018), Zhang and Na (2018), 

Ling, Cai, and Zhang (2019), Gunter, and Onder and Smeral (2020). 

Many of existing methods include forecasts from all individual models involved. 

Not many dwell on inclusion of only individual model forecasts deemed relevant. 

This research is to fill this gap. The article is proposing an approach for combining 

forecasts for predicting the actual series values. The inspiration behind combining 

multiple forecasts into single forecasts remains the desire to obtain more 

accurate forecasts. Experimental results with solar radiation data indicate that 

the proposed method is better than mean and median forecast combining 

schemes. Hence, the approach may be used for combining forecasts towards 

attaining improved accuracy. 
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forecasts from seasonal models having different functional forms into single 

forecasts. 

The rest of the article is organized as follows: the next section presents The 

Proposed Approach followed by Application of Proposed Approach. Results and 

Discussion section is next while the last section concludes the article. 

 

The Proposed Approach 

The motivation behind the proposed approach is to develop a forecasts combining 

scheme that does not necessarily utilize all forecasts as applicable to most existing 

schemes. That is, an approach that includes only forecasts deemed sufficiently 

relevant in the linear combination of forecasts. This approach utilizes all-possible-

regressions approach. It compares the relevance of all subsets of the models in 

predicting the true values. 

 

The mathematical description of the approach follows: 

• Let us assume that there are k models involved. Let us also assume that 

each series is of length n. that is, y1, y2, …,yn. Set aside data for four years 

using data for the three of the four years for calculation of 2R for each 

regression. 

• Use each of k individual models to forecast for four years corresponding to 

the period set aside in the first step. Let the vectors of forecasts for the k 

models be respectively x1, x2, …,xk. 

• Using actual data and forecasts for first three of four year-forecasts, 

perform (k2-1) all-possible-regressions, using actual value as dependent 

variable so that we have regressions: f(x1), f(x2),…, f(xk), f(x1, x2), f(x1, 

x3),…, f(x1, xk), …, f(x2, x3), f(x2, x4), …, f(x2, xk),…, f(x3, x4), f(x3, x5), …. 

f(x3, xk), …, f(x1, x2,…, xk). Obtain the adjusted R2, 2R for each regression. 

• Use each fitted regression equation in last step to forecast for the last of 

four years set aside initially by substituting into each equation, appropriate 

individual models forecasts (obtained in the second step) for the last of 

four years. Compute mean square error (MSE) for each case (regression). 

• Compute for each case (regression)  in the third step, the quantity 

           Q=(1- 2R )+MSE 
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• Select case with minimum Q. The associated regression equation is the 

recommended model for combining forecasts for the particular series 

analyzed. 

 

This approach has inbuilt into quantity Q, the capacity of each model (regression) 

to reproduce original series (though (1- 2R )) as well as capacity to forecast for 

periods outside the range covered by modeled series through MSE. The approach, 

though a linear combination of forecasts from different models does not only 

assign different weights to the forecasts involved but may in fact assign zero 

weight to some, through their non-inclusion in the suggested forecasts combining 

model. Hence, the approach does not insist that all forecasts be included in the 

resulting linear combination of individual model forecasts. 

 

Application of Proposed Approach to Solar Radiation Series 

Data on solar radiation (measured in Watts/m2) of Bida were collected from 

National Cereals Research Institute (NCRI), Baddegi, Bida, Niger State, Nigeria. The 

data cover January 2003 to December 2019. Data for January 2003 to December 

2018 were used for modeling (January 2013 to December 2015 for obtaining 2R

and January 2016 to December 2018 for obtaining MSE) while the remaining data 

were used for evaluation and comparison of proposed method to some existing 

methods. 
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Fig. 1.Time plot of solar radiation
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The solar radiation plot is presented in Fig. 1. The Figure portrays a scenario with 

pronounced seasonality. There is no noticeable trend in the plot. 

 

Each of decomposition, SARIMA, Holt-Winter’s and artificial neural networks 

(ANN) models was fitted to data covering (January 2003 to December 2015) and 

was used to generate forecasts for January 2016 to December 2019. A total of 15 

regressions were obtained from fitting actual values on forecasts (for January 

2016 to December 2018) based on all-possible regressions approach. The 

regressors and their associated Q are presented in Table 1 below. 

 

Table 1.Q values for fitted models 

Regressors Q 

D 2.221861 

S 2.261374 

H 2.003435 

N 3.075717 

D, S 1.894162* 

D, H 1.966287 

D,N 2.057562 

S,H 2.549505 

S, N 2.071053 

H, N 2.274796 

D, S, H 2.013867 

D, S, N 1.921604 

D, H, N 1.966847 

S, H, N 2.237433 

D, S, H, N 1.976168 

*Minimum Q 

Key: D: Decomposition; S: SARIMA; H: Holt-Winter’s; N: ANN. 

 

The case with least Q is one whose regressors are forecasts from the 

decomposition and SARIMA models. The associated regression equation which is 

the recommended form for forecasting solar radiation is of the form 

Combined forecast = -2.555 + 1.02Deco + 0.115SARIMA + e                                                    (1) 
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where 

                     Deco is the decomposition method forecast; 

                     SARIMA is the SARIMA model forecast. 

 

The forecasts combining equation, (1) assigns nonzero coefficients to forecast 

from each of decomposition and SARIMA models in addition to having an 

intercept. Forecasts from other models (Holt-Winter’s and ANN) have zero 

coefficient and hence, there non-inclusion in the recommended model. Forecasts 

from decomposition and SARIMA models have sufficiently proved to be important 

contributors to the combined forecast. 

 

Table 2. Forecasts for out-of-sample period from individual models 

           Model 

Period Actual Decomposition ANN SARIMA H-W 

1 16.7 16.234 16.317 15.2939 14.8294 

2 17.08 18.134 17.214 16.9123 16.5043 

3 19.7 19.0084 17.8431 17.673 17.1751 

4 18.4 18.3119 18.0679 17.1913 16.6216 

5 16.9 17.1673 15.7675 15.9807 15.5692 

6 13.9 16.5713 15.6886 15.6846 15.2186 

7 13.09 14.6482 14.9764 13.8731 13.3558 

8 12.6 13.4774 13.5722 12.2151 11.9936 

9 16.7 16.5346 16.6841 15.243 14.784 

10 14.5 17.5633 17.1129 16.336 15.8664 

11 18.9 19.3191 17.7362 17.9139 17.2884 

12 18.5 17.0563 16.685 16.3144 15.7185 

 

Table 2 is a presentation of out-of-sample forecasts obtained from each method. 

These forecasts are not substantially different from one model to the other. 

However, SARIMA forecasts are higher than Holt-Winter’s forecasts but lower 

than decomposition model forecasts. But for only two time points, SARIMA 

forecasts are lower than ANN forecasts. ANN forecasts are higher than Holt-

Winter’s forecasts. 
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Fig.2. Plot of out-of-sample forecasts from individual models 

 

Table 3.Out-of-sample forecasts comparison between recommended and other 

schemes 

  Forecasts Combining Scheme Type 

Period Actual Recommended Mean Median 

1 16.7 15.76248 15.66858 15.76395 

2 17.08 17.88659 17.19115 17.06315 

3 19.7 18.86596 17.9249 17.75805 

4 18.4 18.10014 17.54818 17.6296 

5 16.9 16.79343 16.12118 15.8741 

6 13.9 16.15146 15.79078 15.6866 

7 13.09 13.98157 14.21338 14.26065 

8 12.6 12.59668 12.81458 12.84625 

9 16.7 16.06324 15.81143 15.8888 

10 14.5 17.23821 16.71965 16.72445 

11 18.9 19.21058 18.0644 17.82505 

12 18.5 16.71858 16.44355 16.4997 
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MSE  1.613629 1.757168 1.807 

 

Table 3 presents forecasts generated using (1), mean and median forecasts 

obtained from individual model forecasts in Table 2. This is a comparison between 

recommended forecasts combining scheme and two popular forecasts combining 

schemes (mean and median). The mean square error was hence, obtained for 

comparison. The recommended model has lower MSE than the other two 

schemes. 

 
Fig. 3 presents the plot of forecasts in Table 3. The curves representing forecasts 

from mean and median schemes lie closer to each other than to the curve of the 

recommended model. This is also exhibited by the obtained MSEs in Table 3. 

 

Conclusion 

In this article, a new method for combining forecasts, based on capacity for in-

sample and out-of-sample forecasting, is proposed. An analysis of out-of-sample 

forecasts based on mean squared error revealed that the proposed method 

proved superior to mean and median combining schemes for the solar radiation 

data analyzed. The fact that it has outperformed two widely used schemes known 

to have outperformed more sophisticated schemes is a pointer to novelty of the 

proposed approach. This is not a guarantee that it will always perform better as 

results may differ for other series. However, the performance is promising and the 

method is hence, recommended for combining forecasts. The need to experiment 

this method on other series and for comparison with more of existing combining 

schemes should be a good contribution to academic debate. 
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Fig. 3. Plot of recommended and other forecasts combining schemes 
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